This is just an example of the many applications in which Palmer Wahl products are in use. Please contact our Customer Service department for questions about your specific needs.

Call Toll Free 1-800-421-2853 Or Visit www.palmerwahl.com for more information
 Palmer Wahl  
America’s first thermometer company originated in Cincinnati, Ohio in 1836. Since that time, Palmer Instruments has steadily evolved through product development geared exclusively towards industrial supply and process measurement. 

From development of the “Foster Cup” thermometer in 1880, through the radical improvement of thermometer legibility with the patented “Red Reading Mercury” tube in 1929, to today’s temperature and pressure measurement innovations, Palmer has always maintained the “first” tradition by bringing instrument value, service and quality to a broad range of industries.

Virtually every industry relies on temperature measurement in their process. Temperature can be the difference between a high quality product, and a rejected product; the difference between safe and unsafe; the difference between proper function and break down.

Use of precision temperature instrumentation from Palmer Wahl also makes the difference. Call us today - and see the difference.